"Hairy" single-walled carbon nanotubes prepared by atom transfer radical polymerization.
"Hairy nano-objects" are hybrid nanostructures comprising a core surrounded by a "hairlike" corona of flexible polymer chains, the role of which is typically to improve the solubility of the core material or to improve its dispersability and adhesion in other polymer matrices. Both aspects could be particularly useful with carbon nanotubes, especially in their applications as reinforcing agents. The controlled synthesis of hairy carbon nanotubes is accomplished by chemical modification with 2-bromopropionate followed by extension with poly(n-butyl acrylate) through atom transfer radical polymerization. The obtained hairy nanotubes are visualized at nearly molecular resolution with tapping-mode atomic force microscopy, providing insight into the uniformity of grafted chain lengths and grafting density. The grafting densities vary from approximately 1.0-10.0 chains nm(-1) along the nanotubes. Such a wide range of grafting density may indicate some chemical heterogeneity along and between the nanotubes; it may be also an indication of the challenges associated with carrying out chemical modification of nano-objects having high tendency to aggregate.